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revisiting joseph campbellâ s the power of myth - ‡ revisiting joseph campbell’s the power of myth ‡ 1
first published in 1988, the power of myth is the companion to bill moyers’ acclaimed television profile of
joseph campbell.2 power is comprised of eight transcribed conversations between moyers, a theologian-turnedjournalist,3 and campbell, a comparative mythologist. campbell, a meticulous prose writer, initially resisted the
idea ... mr neil campbell: professional conduct panel meeting outcome - engaging them in
conversations about your personal life; 6 in the statement of agreed facts, mr campbell admits the facts of this
particular. he accepts that, from approximately june 2014 onwards, he engaged in discussions about personal
matters and his personal life with female students, including student a and student x, to include details of his
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expectations of assessment tasks (gibbs and dunbar-goddet 2007). the rationale for this is that learning the
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